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Abstract

Seasonal timing is studied by ecologists and physiologists alike and it is now widely recognized that further integration of these fields is needed for a full understanding of phenology. This is especially true in the light of the impact of global climate change on living organisms. In studies of avian reproduction, one obstacle to this integration is that ecologists and physiologists do not allocate their research efforts equally to males and females. The physiological orchestration of breeding stages has been studied almost exclusively in males, while in avian ecology and evolutionary biology females are more often considered. This sex bias has severe implications: sexes differ in the way they use external cues to organize their life cycles, but often cue in on each other’s physiology and behavior. The simultaneous investigation of both males and females within single studies is thus essential. In this review, I begin by illustrating the sex-bias in studies and attempt to explain its origin. I then provide a number of examples in which focusing on a single sex would have resulted in misleading conclusions. Finally, I review some classical studies of female reproductive physiology that have promoted and developed research on the "forgotten-sex".
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1. Introduction

Animal reproduction is one of the most-studied fields in the biological sciences. In the wild, reproduction takes place in a dynamic environment in which environmental cues and resources show seasonal variation that may be anywhere in the range from unpredictable to predictable. Animals have evolved ecological, behavioral and physiological responses to match their reproduction to the environment. Environmental cues are perceived by sensory systems and transduced at the physiological level, and play a key role in the timing of life history events such as reproduction, molt or pelage change, and migration or hibernation [133]. This timing is in turn often subject to strong selection pressures that favor one particular phenotype over others [4,68]. A great deal of effort has been devoted to measurement of phenotypic performances in a range of environments. Equal effort has been made to decipher the neural and physiological cascades that process environmental cues and regulate reproductive output. However, selection and physiology have historically been studied by different groups of scientists: while ecologists and evolutionary biologists have focused on the ‘ultimate’ fitness consequences of different phenotypes, physiologists have investigated the proximate mechanisms regulating the developmental processes by which they are generated and shaped. Over the years, the two fields have evolved independently and developed their own research agendas with few attempts to share and integrate their respective advances in knowledge [137]. Because of the rapid growth of both disciplines, the gap between them is widening, limiting the understanding of mechanisms and processes that have traditionally been the purview of the other discipline [68,115,137]. Recently, attempts have been made to fill this gap [139]. For example, the ESF/NSF/NSERC-funded E-Bird Research Coordination Network [137] aimed to integrate our understanding of the ultimate and proximate determinants of seasonal reproduction in free-living bird populations.

Although biologists have already recognized the need for integrative, multidisciplinary, studies, differences in the approaches used by ecologists and physiologists have limited the amount of integration. One important constraint is that avian reproductive physiologists have tended to focus on males [14], while ecologists have concentrated on the role played by females in critical reproductive decisions such as mate choice, timing of breeding and brood size [3,53,101,107,110,111]. As a consequence, physiologists have accumulated extensive knowledge on the neurobiology and physiology of male reproduction, but relatively little about that of females (other than in poultry, which are not considered here). The preference
for males in physiological studies is not new. James Wendell Burger noted in 1949 that “most of the experimental work [on seasonal reproduction] has dealt with the male. The female as such, and the reciprocal relationships of the sexes have received little attention” [14]. Since then, there have been a few reviews that have reported the same bias [1,5,6,71,137], but the ways in which this might impact future knowledge and understanding have never been explicitly discussed. Here, I will first illustrate this bias, and then try to explain how it originated and more importantly, how the inclusion of both males and females in single studies on reproduction builds bridges between evolutionary ecology and physiology - bridges that are essential to understanding the proximate mechanisms that animals use in a rapidly changing environment. Finally, I will give some examples of research programs that have successfully integrated females into physiological studies.

2. Literature investigation

To illustrate the difference in the sex-bias of physiological and ecological studies of reproduction, I ran a literature search using the citation database ISI Web of Science® on two sets of five journals that publish research papers on either the reproductive physiology or ecology of birds. This search was performed in July 2011. I deliberately excluded journals that exclusively publish review papers, and broad topic journals in which the same keyword could refer to both physiological and ecological studies. The selected journals in physiology were General and Comparative Endocrinology, Hormones and Behavior, Journal of Experimental Zoology part A-Ecological genetics and Physiology (formerly Journal of Experimental Zoology), Journal of Neuroendocrinology, and Physiological and Biochemical Zoology (formerly Physiological Zoology). The selected journals in ecology were Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology, Ecology, Evolution, Journal of Animal Ecology and Oecologia. The same query was introduced in the “topic” field for both searches: “reproduct* AND (bird* OR avian)” From the results, I checked each reference found by the Web of Science and manually counted the number of studies that were conducted exclusively in males, exclusively in females or in both sexes. The searches in physiology and ecology journals found 427 and 959 references, respectively. From each of these groups of references, I analyzed the 250 most recent ones. Reviews, and studies conducted exclusively on nestlings or poultry (because the current review concerns reproductive traits in non-domesticated species), were subsequently excluded, leaving 135 physiology and 183 ecology references.
As expected, studies on reproductive traits published in physiology journals concern male birds more often than females (Fig. 1, main panels). Overall, 84% of the physiological studies involved male birds (41% exclusively males + 43% males and females), while only 58% involved females (15% exclusively females + 43% males and females). However, in ecology journals, although studies involving females were predominant (77% of studies involving females, 69% involving males), most studies investigated both sexes (60%, Fig. 1). More strikingly, in both fields, the sex considered was frequently not mentioned in the title, abstract or keywords (16% of studies in the physiology search, 36% of studies in the ecology search, not shown on figure). In those cases, I either knew the sex studied because of sex-specific words in the title or abstract (such as “testis” or “ovary”), or I had to search for this information in the methods of the article. Even more surprisingly, 26 papers did not mention the words “male” or “female” anywhere in the article, so that it was not possible for the reader to know whether the study subjects were males or females (see “?” bar in Fig. 1). Very often, when the sex considered was not reported in the abstract or body of the article, authors tended to extrapolate and generalize by simply citing the name of the species considered. Finally, in many studies that considered both sexes, authors did not consider sex as a factor in their analyses. As a consequence, any sex differences would not be revealed.

Choosing the 250 most recent references led to different time spans for the literature searches in physiology and ecology (time span for physiology: June 2003 – July 2011; for ecology: March 2007 – July 2011). Restricting the search in physiology to the same time span as the search in ecology reduced the number of references analyzed to 82 but did not change the observed pattern (37% exclusively males, 48% males and females, 12% exclusively females and 3% unknown).

The search terms used were broad, and different sex-biases might have been found if narrower search terms had been used. I noticed, for example, that many of the references that investigated both sexes studied seabirds, stress responses, or both. When I excluded those studies from the physiology references, the proportion of studies performed exclusively on males rose to 55%. To see whether the sex-biases observed with the general searches are a general property of each of the two fields, I ran a second set of searches using different, more discipline-specific, keywords to find studies on photoperiodism and quantitative genetic heritability. These new searches do not aim at directly comparing physiology with ecology as the keywords used are very different, and therefore hardly comparable. Instead, they should
be taken as examples of how the sex-bias might vary within each discipline. Photoperiodism and heritability of traits are key topics for avian physiologists and ecologists, respectively. The central tenet that day length plays a key role in regulating timing of breeding has been widely accepted for almost 100 years since the pioneering work of Rowan [95,96], and his investigations have been very influential in driving neuroendocrinological research on the control of seasonality. Photoperiod is still considered as the major environmental cue containing long-term predictive information about the optimal period for initiating and terminating breeding [29,100,133], and is therefore one of the most studied topics in avian physiology. In comparison, heritability studies have become common in evolutionary ecology over recent decades, because of the development of computational resources and statistical methods such as the “animal model”, now allowing us to analyze multigenerational pedigrees and reliably estimate the additive variance that underlies heritability [50,60,124]. Finally, heritability studies on physiological mechanisms in birds are still extremely rare [54,115, but see 35,87], so the keyword “heritability” almost never refers to physiological studies which might contaminate the results.

For this second literature investigation, I used the following search terms in the “topic” field: “photoperiodism AND (bird* OR avian)”, and “heritabilit* AND (bird* OR avian)”. Because these keywords are discipline-specific (see above), I did not restrict the array of journals in which the searches were performed. Although heritability is often used as a keyword, many studies did not contain quantitative genetic analyses per se. I therefore restricted the analysis to the papers that reported some heritability measurements. The “photoperiodism” and “heritability” searches found 87 and 417 references, respectively. From the 417 references resulting from the “heritability” search, I analyzed the 250 most recent ones. Reviews and poultry science were again subsequently excluded from the results.

The results of this more specific set of searches emphasize the pattern found in the first search: the vast majority of studies of photoperiodism concern exclusively the males (see inserts in Fig. 1). Overall, 91% of the references that I analyzed involved male birds (70% exclusively males + 21% males and females), while only 26% involved females (5% exclusively females + 21% males and females). In studies investigating quantitative genetic heritabilities of traits, the proportion of studies investigating both males and females rose from 60% to 71% (Fig. 1). The number of studies that did not mention the sex of birds involved in the title, abstract or keywords was higher for both search terms than in the first
searches (55% of studies on photoperiodism, 48% of studies on heritability, not shown on figure).

3. Reasons for the disequilibrium

There are many practical reasons for favoring males in studies of avian reproduction. Firstly, male birds have developed a wide array of secondary sexual characters that make them generally brighter and louder than females. Males often sing routinely from a visible song post in order to acquire and defend a territory or attract females, and they generally have bright plumage and behave aggressively towards competitors [136]. These secondary sexual characteristics are thought to have evolved due to sexual selection [3]. The selection pressures underlying these traits are outside the scope of this paper, but one of their major consequences is that males are generally much easier to detect than females. For the field biologist, males are therefore easier to locate, to record and/or to catch [49,58,121] and their secondary sexual morphological and behavioral characters are generally easily quantifiable. This first practical reason is however valid for both the field physiologist and the field ecologist who study birds, and should therefore not explain why the observed bias in favor of males only occurs in the studies of breeding physiology.

Physiological traits are also often easier to quantify in males than females. Although this may not initially have been the factor resulting in higher research effort on males, it may now be so. Hundreds of studies have addressed the relationship between male traits and androgens (especially testosterone), but few have investigated the role of steroids in females. There has been a recent upsurge in the number of studies investigating the role of testosterone in females [e.g. 27,51,72,84], but how 17β-estradiol (one of the main female gonadal steroids) influences the reproductive activity in free-living birds is poorly known [49]. In fact, testosterone is rather simple to assay compared to 17β-estradiol, which often requires higher plasma volumes or sensitive assays [49]. The extensive knowledge accumulated on the effects of testosterone, combined with the ease to assay it, might still currently encourage scientists to focus on males rather than on females and reinforce the male-bias in avian breeding physiology. Another reason for favoring males over females resides in the male brain. Male songbirds show a high level of seasonal neuroplasticity associated with song learning and production [83]. The volumes of some telencephalic nuclei that control song behavior are significantly larger in spring than in fall and generally correlate with the amount of singing activity and the
testosterone concentrations [see review in 7, but see 20,67]. These song-control nuclei are also present in the females of many species (not all), but their seasonal variations are much smaller and in general it is hard to correlate these variations to song behavior.

Finally, wild male birds often show apparently complete sexual development in captivity, while females often do not. Providing artificial spring-like environmental conditions to captive male songbirds causes a cascade of reactions resulting in the activation of their hypothalamo-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis [36]. Even if reproductive hormone levels rarely reach the concentrations naturally observed in the field, the testes grow normally and reach a full, active size within the time-frame observed in the wild. Females however are more reluctant to breed in captivity; their gonadal development rarely reaches the final maturation stages [28,30,37,58,70,78,81,125,128,132]. Several authors have concluded that females require a wider range of environmental cues to achieve complete reproductive development than do males [58,81,128], and that the set of environmental cues available in captivity is generally too limited for full female gonadal maturation [6,10].

As well as practical reasons, some people have suggested that the sex-bias might arise from the different perspectives of male and female biologists [e.g. 43] and thus be sociological in origin. However, the preponderance of male authors in early studies of avian reproductive ecology [see references cited in 61] argues against the difference in the proportion of studies on females between physiological and ecological studies being caused in this way. The aim of this article is to focus on the practical reasons and solutions for a sex-bias in physiological studies, and I therefore will not discuss a possible sociological bias further here.

4. Why is it so important to consider both sexes?

Restricting biological studies to a single sex, or extrapolating conclusions obtained from one sex to the other, may lead to false conclusions because males and females may differ in the proximate cues used to orchestrate their breeding cycle, and the behavior of each sex may act as a cue for the other [6]. One example of the importance of considering both sexes is given by the recent comparative study of seasonal sexual development in two Corsican blue tit (Cyanistes caeruleus) populations. The laying dates of these populations differ by about a month despite their close geographic proximity (25km). This divergence in laying dates is
selected by a difference in the phenology of their prey [13], and would be orchestrated by a
genetic differentiation of their photoperiodic sensitivity: birds breeding late would respond to
longer photoperiods than birds breeding early in the spring [21,62-64, see review in 115].
However, whether the responses of males and females to photoperiod is the same is not
known, because no physiological measurements were made. Subsequent field studies have
shown that males actually start their development into breeding condition at the same time in
both environments [18,20,22]; results that are thus inconsistent with the differential
photoperiodic threshold hypothesis. In contrast, female gonadal development was well
differentiated between the two populations [19] and analyses of the respective additive
genetic influences of males and females on laying dates have demonstrated that genes
expressed in males did not have any effect on laying dates. This suggests that the
differentiation of the breeding periods, and potentially the differentiation of the photoperiodic
sensitivities, is exclusively driven by the females [19].

In the above example, if the study of the proximate physiological mechanisms had been
limited to males, and the ecological data not been available, the erroneous conclusion that
Corsican blue tits do not respond to the heterogeneity of their environment would have been
drawn from the physiological study. One adaptive reason for the physiological difference
between males and females is that, for males, being reproductively active early in the
breeding season brings a fitness benefit by allowing time for seeking additional (extra-pair)
partners [6], with potentially lower energetic (and therefore fitness) costs associated with
maintaining an active reproductive machinery than in females [24,57,119,123] (although more
studies of these costs in males and females are desirable, see [113]). Relatively high costs of
breeding in females might explain why their phenology is more closely tied to environmental
variation than in males, and why they drive the differentiation between populations, such as
the example described above. While it was believed some decades ago that, because males are
of the first to show reproductive activity (territory acquisition and defense), they would also
be more sensitive to environmental cues [e.g. 82 p. 217], it now appears that females are at
least as sensitive as males. One example comes from work by Wingfield and colleagues [129-
131] showing a latitudinal cline in the sensitivity to temperature cues in white-crowned
sparrows, with a steeper cline in females than males. The lower sensitivity of males to some
cues facilitates physiological studies, especially in captivity, but does not provide insights into
complex life-history strategies related to environmental conditions. A difference between
males and females in sensitivity to environmental cues might also explain why females breed
less freely in captivity. These examples demonstrate how important it is to take account of both sexes in integrative studies. In order to shed light on the rules governing adaptive responses to environmental variation, and understand whether and how organisms can match their life-histories to environmental change \[1,114\], it is essential to investigate males and females concurrently, using an integrative approach mixing ecology, physiology, quantitative genetics, and wild and captive studies \[17,41,115,137\].

There are other examples of the importance of considering both sexes. Natural selection on traits in one sex may cause an indirect evolutionary response in the other. Thus sexual morphological, physiological or behavioral characters measured in males may well reflect selection on females \[6,52,76\]. For example, Ketterson, Nolan and colleagues manipulated plasma levels of testosterone in dark-eyed juncos \(Junco \text{ hyemalis}\) and assessed the consequences in terms of survival, mating success and offspring produced \[55,56,94\]. Males implanted with testosterone (T-males) had decreased body mass, immune function and survival but produced more extra-pair offspring than control males (C-males). In addition, treatment of young males increased their ability to attract older, more experienced, females, even if this did not necessarily lead to higher reproductive performance \[94\]. Overall, T-males had higher fitness than C-males, which raises the question of why natural counterparts of T-males are not more common. McGlothin and Ketterson \[76\] suggested that the evolution of very high levels of testosterone in males may be constrained by a genetic correlation across the sexes. If testosterone levels are genetically correlated between males and females, selection for higher concentrations of testosterone in males, would also induce higher testosterone levels in females, which has detrimental effects on female body mass, immune function, timing of breeding and molt \[27,140\]. Therefore, the net cost of high testosterone levels in females might counterbalance selection for higher testosterone levels in males \[76\].

From these examples and the available literature, we should remember that (1) males and females differ in most of the cues they use to orchestrate their life-history stages \[6\]; (2) the behavior of each sex acts as a cue for the other \[26,40,66,80,79,81\] and, (3) females often play critical roles in determining fitness-related traits such as mate-choice or the timing of breeding. As a consequence, future research on bird natural history and breeding biology should systematically investigate both sexes.
5. Reducing the sex-bias in physiological studies

The literature review above suggests that males and females are reasonably equitably represented in ecological studies (Fig. 1), so the main challenge is in reducing the bias towards males in physiological studies. Previous sections have identified several obstacles to the use of females in such research. Given that most of these obstacles still exist, there is no simple and universal solution that will eliminate the problem and it is mainly to individual researchers to find the best options for their specific questions and study systems. Nevertheless, this section attempts to identify approaches that are most likely to be productive in alleviating the sex-bias, and reviews some remarkable examples of research on female reproductive physiology.

In the field, females are often more difficult to observe or catch than males. However, the females of some species (particularly tropical ones [38]), are wholly or partially responsible for the defense of a territory (e.g. spotted antbird, *Hylophylax n. naevioides* [46]; splendid fairy-wren, *Malurus splendens* [91]; European robin, *Erithacus rubecula* [105]), facilitating research on females. The same behaviors are observed in sex-role reversed species, such as jacanas (Jaconidae), sandpipers (Scolopacidae) and coucals (Centropodidae). In these species, the females compete for males who then raise the offspring. Females are generally larger than males and display male-typical behaviors such as territory defense and singing [32,39,42,85,86]. Females of such species are therefore conspicuous and good models for studying the neuroendocrine mechanisms underlying some behaviors such as resource-defense aggression and, more generally, behavioral sex differences [32,45,118]. But even in species with conventional sex roles, where territorial males are much more conspicuous than females, simply increasing observation or catching effort, or diversifying the techniques used, are affordable and efficient solutions [e.g. 51,104]. In the 1960s and the 1970s for example, females sparrows of the genus Zonotrichia, especially the white-crowned sparrow (*Zonotrichia leucophrys*), were the subject of extensive research [e.g. 37,58,69,81,128]. This effort now seems to have faded away for no apparent reason. The females from these studies were however caught in the same way as males, generally using mist-nets, sometimes combined with simulated territorial intrusion, and baited traps [see also 34,45,59,89,97,134]. Finally, females of hole-nesting passerines can be easy to catch as they often roost and breed in nestboxes [e.g. 93], creating another relatively easy opportunity for collecting data on females in these species.
In captivity, wild-caught female birds often do not breed. It has been argued that these females may imprint on their habitat characteristics early in life and later require the full range of environmental stimuli to complete egg formation when raised in captivity [117]. Several solutions exist for those who want to address proximate questions in captive female birds. Firstly, some species of birds are easier to raise in captivity than others. This is of course the case for species in which domesticated strains have been created, such as the canary (**Serinus canaria**), zebra finch (**Taeniopygia guttata**) and ring dove (**Streptopelia risoria**). These readily breed in relatively small cages and have been used in a wide array of behavioral and physiological studies including neurobiology, (neuro)endocrinology and metabolism [e.g. 11,26,48,65,66,92,103,120,122]. However, although domesticated and wild strains of the same species share many life-history characters [106], the selection pressures exerted during the domestication processes are different from those faced in the wild [138]. As a consequence, domesticated strains are not appropriate in studies aimed at linking physiological mechanisms to evolutionary adaptations, unless a proper validation of the results using non-domesticated individuals is added to the study. Caution is therefore required in generalizing results obtained from domesticated strains of these species. Among non-domesticated species, European blackbirds (**Turdus merula**), warblers (**Sylviidae**), stonechats (**Muscicapidae**), tits (**Paridae**) and European starlings (**Sturnus vulgaris**) are examples of birds that breed in captivity, especially when hand-reared (see below) and housed in sufficient space in aviaries with access to a choice of mates, nestboxes and/or natural earth floors [12,21,31,33,47,77,90,98,108,109,112,116, G.E. Bentley and A. Dawson, pers. comm.].

A second way of getting around the problem that wild-caught females hardly adapt to captive settings is to increase their responsiveness by injecting them with exogenous hormones such as steroids or Gonadotropin Releasing Hormone (GnRH). These techniques have mostly been used in studies investigating behavioral responses of females to male song [2,8], but have also been helpful in physiological studies [27,51,74,73,79,80,102,127,135]. The major drawback of hormone implants is that they alter the normal physiology of the female by creating an artificial hormonal environment [15,23], and this restricts the array of applications. GnRH injections however do not induce supra-physiological levels of hormones because they only release the amount of hormone that is stored in the endocrine glands in a similar fashion as a social stimulus would do [16,51,75].
Finally, one of the best solutions for increasing the probability of observing natural-like behaviors in captivity by females of wild origin is to hand-rear them. For example, female white-crowned sparrows brought into captivity as nestlings and hand-raised readily ovulated in captivity under conditions in which females taken from the wild as adults have never been reported to lay [10]. These results suggest that hand-reared chicks may more easily display the species-typical concentrations of GnRH, gonadotropins and gonadal steroids when kept in captivity and therefore allow the precise investigation of the respective roles of photoperiod and supplemental cues in the final maturation of female HPG axis. Baptista and Petrinovich also reported that egg-laying intervals were much shorter if the females were provided with nesting material, suggesting that the wider the set environmental cues available, the more natural the female reproductive output [10]. Thus, both hand-rearing and enrichment of the captive environment seem to have positive effects on the expression of reproductive phenotypic characters in female birds. Hand-rearing birds or keeping them in large aviaries increases both the manpower and budget necessary for the experiments, and this could affect the sample sizes. However, a reduced sample size is sometimes better than holding pairs in small cages and applying different treatments to separate rooms, within which all the pairs receive the same treatment. The resultant pseudoreplication can lead to a considerable loss of statistical power, even when analysed correctly.

The physiology of female birds has been much less studied than that of males. I will not re-discuss the reasons for the male-bias here, but it should be remembered that the inequality may have reinforced the bias by influencing the techniques that are currently available. While there are commercial kits available for testosterone, nothing is available for measuring estradiol in birds. Ironically, an extremely sensitive method for assaying 17β-estradiol has recently been described, but this was developed to measure estrogens in the male brain [25], which are critical for the activation of male reproductive behaviors through the local aromatization of testosterone [9]. Another complication related to female physiology is that the rapid maturation of the ovarian follicles, mainly occurring during egg-yolk deposition, is sudden and transient and can easily be missed during sampling. Although it requires careful validation, the analysis of hormones in droppings allows precise tracking of temporal variation in reproductive hormone levels and hence the ability to assess the reproductive stage of females [44,88]. Sockman and Schwabl [103] for example demonstrated that 17β-estradiol and progesterone levels in female canaries can be followed on a daily basis by analysing fecal hormones. So in summary more effort should be put into developing sensitive and reliable
methods for assessing female reproductive physiology. This would inevitably lead to positive effects on the balance between male- and female-oriented studies. The best demonstration for this comes from the field of acoustic communication, where avian studies have historically been male-oriented [99]. This bias was largely due to the lack of a method for assessing female response to song playback [99], and persisted until estradiol implants were developed and started to be widely used in this field.

6. Conclusions

1. Despite the importance of females in adaptive decision-making, many physiologists still focus their research exclusively on males. As discussed above, there are several reasons that have motivated, and might still encourage, researchers to concentrate their research effort on males.

2. Contrary to what has sometimes been stated in the literature, females seem to be at least as sensitive to environmental cues as males. This, combined with possibly higher fitness costs associated with variation in some life-history traits in females, may explain why they often drive critical decisions such as mate-choice, timing of breeding or clutch size. Restricting studies to males undoubtedly leads to extrapolations and generalizations, and we have seen examples of how the sole consideration of males can lead to conclusions that are not fully relevant on an ecological point of view. The goal of this review is not to encourage researchers to switch from studying males to females, but rather to consider both sexes.

3. There are several different kinds of solution to the difficulties of studying physiology in females. This includes increasing observation or catching effort in the field, enriching the environment in captive setting, hand-rearing birds, and improving the techniques available for assessing female reproductive physiology.

4. Ultimately, the knowledge of the female reproductive physiology will be critical for understanding micro-evolution. There is growing interest from the public opinion and the politics for the current and future consequences of the human-related environmental perturbations. A first step toward the understanding of these ecological consequences involves comprehension of how the environment is perceived by the organisms and transduced at the physiological level [1,6,115,126]. This is important because selection mechanisms act through the cascade of physiological processes that precede critical life-history traits such as timing of
breeding, molt or migration. If we already differ in the sex we study, it will not be possible to unify the frameworks of our different disciplines, which is critical for predicting how populations respond to environmental change.
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Figure caption

*Figure 1*: Relative abundances of studies in reproductive physiology (left panel) and ecology (right panel) performed exclusively on males (M), on both males and females (M+F), exclusively on females (F) and studies where the sex considered is not mentioned in the paper (?). Literature references were obtained from ISI Web of Science®. The main panels refer to the same literature search (keywords: reproducti* AND (bird* OR avian)) performed in two sets of journals publishing papers in physiology and ecology, respectively. The inserts refer to two additional searches using different and more discipline-specific keywords (keywords: photoperiodism AND (bird* OR avian); and keywords: heritability* AND (bird* OR avian)). See text for details.
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